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Human decisions cannot be explained solely by rational
imperatives but are strongly influenced by emotion.
Theoretical and behavioral studies provide a sound
empirical basis to the impact of the emotion of regret
in guiding choice behavior. Recent neuropsychological
and neuroimaging data have stressed the fundamental
role of the orbitofrontal cortex in mediating the experience of regret. Functional magnetic resonance imaging
data indicate that reactivation of activity within the orbitofrontal cortex and amygdala occurring during the phase
of choice, when the brain is anticipating possible future
consequences of decisions, characterizes the anticipation
of regret. In turn, these patterns reflect learning based on
cumulative emotional experience. Moreover, affective
consequences can induce specific mechanisms of cognitive control of the choice processes, involving reinforcement or avoidance of the experienced behavior.
Introduction
I should have computed the historical covariance of
the asset classes and drawn an efficient frontier.
Instead I visualized my grief if the stock market
went way up and I wasn’t in it – or if it went way
down and I was completely in it. My intention was to
minimize my future regret, so I split my [pension
scheme] contributions 50/50 between bonds [risk-free
assets] and equities [risky assets].
This quotation describes a common pattern of vacillation in
behavior, which is all the more striking considering it was
formulated by Harry Markowitz (as reported in Money
magazine in January 1998), the 1990 Nobel Prize winner
for pioneering work in the theory of financial economics.
Markowitz is explicit in his admission of making less-thanoptimal choices in relation to his pension investment (‘hedge
away from the extremes’), to avoid the prospect of future
regret.
Regret is an emotion associated with a decision that
turns out badly. It is classically elicited by a comparison
(counterfactual [1–3]) between the outcome of a choice
(reality) and the better outcome of foregone rejected alternatives (what might have been). Regret embodies the painful lesson that things would have been better under a
different choice, thus inducing a disposition to behavioral
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change. People, including those with a deep knowledge of
optimal strategies, such as Markowitz, often try to avoid
the likelihood of future regret, even when this conflicts
with the prescription of decisions based on rational choice;
according to the latter, individuals faced with a decision
between multiple alternatives under uncertainty will opt
for the course of action with maximum expected utility, a
function of both the probability and the magnitude of the
expected payoff [4].
Here, we outline, for the first time, the neural basis of the
emotion of regret, and its fundamental role in adaptive
behavior. The following questions will be addressed: what
are the neural underpinnings of ‘powerful’ cognitively
generated emotions such as regret? What are the theoretical
implications of incorporating regret into the process of
choice, and into adaptive models of decision making? In line
with recent work on emotion-based decision making [5,6],
we attempt to characterize the brain areas underlying
decision processes under risk and, more specifically, specify
the functional relationship between ‘rational’ decision making and emotional influences that affect these decisional
processes. Our focus, by way of illustration, is on the contribution of the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) to both the
Glossary
Belief learning (Bayesian learning in games): concept used in game
theory to indicate learning through updating of existing beliefs about
other players’ strategies in a repeated game. At any stage of the
game, a player’s prior beliefs are updated in light of new evidence
using Bayes’ rule. The rule follows the mathematical law of conditional probabilities – that is, probabilities conditional on observing
an event.
Correlated equilibrium: a game-theoretical solution concept (a
refinement of Nash equilibrium) introduced by Aumann [64]. A
correlated equilibrium arises when players choose their actions
according to a set of received signals or instructions (which do not
affect the payoffs of the game). The context of the correlated equilibrium is one in which there is a ‘device’ (or referee) that assigns
(privately) play instructions to the players of a game. The equilibrium
is a probability distribution of those instructions providing the best
response (rational) to the other players’ instruction-based actions.
Nash equilibrium: the most important solution concept in game
theory [65]. It implies that each player’s strategy is a best response
(payoff maximizing) to the strategies that he predicts the other
players will use. Such prediction requires that rationality is mutually
known, ‘I know that you know that I am rational, and so on’.
Utility function: a mathematical representation of an individual’s
preferences over alternative outcomes. With a utility function, we
can turn a choice problem into a numerical maximization problem
[66].
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Box 1. The Allais [51] paradox (‘common consequence
effect’)
Consider the choices (first choice: A versus B; and second choice: C
versus D) between lotteries in Table I. For instance, if you choose
lottery A you can win $2500 if a number from 1 to 33 is drown from a
deck of numbered cards from 1 to 100 (i.e. with 33% probability), $0
if number 34 is drawn (i.e. 1% probability) and $2400 if a number
from 35 to 100 is drawn (i.e. 66% probability), and so on.
‘Preferences’ indicate the percentage of observed choices [52].
The choice pattern (actual preferences) B > A and C > D violates
expected utility theory (EUT) [4]. EUT predicts that you should
choose the lottery with the maximum expected utility, calculated as
the sum of the utilities of each possible outcome, weighted by their
probabilities. In our example, the first choice, B > A, implies,
u(2400) > 0.33 u(2500) + 0.1u(0) + 0.66 u(2400) (where ‘u’ is utility)
or, equivalently, 0.34u(2400) > 0.33u(2500), whereas the second
choice, C > D, implies 0.33u(2500) > 0.34u(2400). We assumed
u(0) = 0, for simplicity. An Allais paradox occurs when the addition
of an independent event influences choice behavior. In the case
Table I, we add $2400 to each option of the first choice and $0 for the
second choice (grey column). Without the grey column (common
consequence), the choice between A and B is identical to the choice
between C and D. For the expected utility (‘independence axiom’),
adding the grey column should not have affected behavior. This
paradoxical behavior can be explained by anticipated regret [10,11],
by which the choice of the option A is avoided owing to the
expected emotional reaction (regret) that one would experience if
the outcome $0 results.

Table I. The poor man’s version of the Allais paradoxa
Lottery
A
B

1–33
2500
2400

34
0
2400

35–100
2400
2400

Preferences
18%
82%

C
D

2500
2400

0
2400

0
0

83%
17%

a

Note: amounts in Allais [51] were millions of francs.

experience and anticipation of regret. We present a new
hypothesis, based on regret theory, that we suggest can
explain decision-making dysfunctions observed in OFClesioned patients, and account for the relationship between
cognitive and emotional influences during decision making.
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The psychology of regret: top-down relationship
between cognition and emotion
Regret results when the outcome of a decision is compared
with a better outcome within rejected alternatives [7]. This
type of feedback information is crucial to determine the
nature of the emotional response [8]. Norm theory, as
articulated by Kahneman and Miller [9], suggests that
the norms used in outcome evaluation are assessed after
the outcome actually occurs. The norm acts as an appropriate context – a point of reference –used in the evaluation
processes. This psychological perspective postulates that
an outcome automatically evokes alternatives for comparison, in terms of what could or might have been. The norms
of what might have happened if a person had chosen
differently evoke a strong affective reaction. Thus, regret
is quintessentially a cognitive-based emotion characterized by a feeling of responsibility for the negative outcome
of a choice [10–12].
Regret theory
There are several economic models of regret. Classical
early examples are the models of Loomes and Sugden
[11], and Bell [10], who suggested that incorporating regret
into the utility function (see Glossary) might reconcile
utility theory with observed behavior (Allais paradox
types of behavior; Box 1) during decision making under
uncertainty. Therefore, many violations of the axioms of
von Neumann and Morgenstern [4] expected utility theory
might, in principle, be explained by the influence of anticipated regret. A decision maker under such influences might
incur a suboptimal choice to avoid future regrettable situations. There are two key points within regret theory: first,
the fact that regret is commonly experienced and, second,
people try to anticipate and avoid the experience of future
regret [11]. Anticipated regret is based on considering
choosing an alternative and simultaneously rejecting other
alternatives. In this theoretical setting, regret is not fully
rational. Formally, the function c (regret function [10])
represents the comparison between the value (v) of choice

Figure 1. The regret gambling task. In the gambling task used in the studies by Camille et al. [5], Coricelli et al. [6] and Mellers et al. [7], subjects choose between two
gambles (depicted as two ‘wheels of fortune’). For instance, if subjects choose the gamble on the left [(i) in (a) and (b)], they might win 200 euros with 20% probability or
lose 50 euros with 80% probability; if they choose the gamble on the right [(ii) in (a) and (b)], they might win or lose 50 euros with equal probabilities. There are two main
contextual conditions in terms of the feedback provided – partial feedback and complete feedback. In partial feedback (a), only the outcome of the chosen gamble is
provided, whereas in the complete feedback condition (b), both the outcome of the chosen and the unchosen gambles are provided. Complete feedback enables the
subjects to judge not only the financial consequence of their choice, but also the outcome if they had they selected the other option (regret or relief). Emotional evaluations,
physiological responses (skin conductance responses), choice behavior and brain activity are influenced by these different levels of feedback. Modified, with permission,
from Ref. [5].
www.sciencedirect.com
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(x) and the value of a rejected alternative (y):
c½vðxÞ  vðyÞ
In regret theory, the function c enters into the utility
function (U):
Uðx; yÞ ¼ vðxÞ þ c½vðxÞ  vðyÞ
The utility of an act (e.g. choice of x and simultaneous
rejection of y) can be computed as the sum of the expected
utility of the chosen act (x) and of the anticipated regret
term c(.). These two terms are additive (i.e. value of an
act = expected utility + regret term). c(.) is decreasingly
concave in the case of regret aversion (c00 < 0, negative
second derivative), which accords with the commonly
observed pattern of choice behavior [7] (H. Bleichrodt
et al., unpublished).
The neural basis of regret
One important question is whether the emotion of regret is
subserved by specific cerebral regions. Camille et al. [5]
studied the relationship between decision making and
emotion in normal subjects and in patients with selective
lesions to the OFC. The experimental task required subjects to choose between two gambles, each having different
probabilities and different expected outcomes (Figure 1).
Regret was induced by providing information regarding
the outcome of the unchosen gamble. When subjects were
asked to rate their emotional state after seeing the
obtained outcome, normal controls reported emotional
responses consistent with counterfactual thinking between
obtained and non-obtained outcomes. Thus, a win of $50
when the alternative gamble won $200 induced a strong
negative emotion. Conversely, the same outcome when
confronted with a losing alternative gamble ($200) created a feeling of relief. After being exposed to several trials
in which they experienced regret, control subjects subsequently began to choose the gambles with probable outcomes likely to produce minimal regret, indicating that
they had learnt from their prior emotional experience.
Therefore, control subjects chose between risky gambles
by a process that involved anticipating regret and maximizing expected values, thus integrating consideration
about future emotional responses to the outcome of their
choices.
By contrast, patients with lesions of the OFC did not
report regret and did not anticipate negative affective
consequences of their choices. They reported being happy
when winning and disappointed when losing. Their
emotional states were even modulated by the amount of
the win (+$50 or +$200) or the amount of the loss ($50 or
$200) but not by the value of the outcome in the alternative unchosen gamble. More striking, they persisted in
choosing the gamble with a high probability of producing
regret, and which normal subjects tended to avoid. Thus,
patients with lesions to the OFC are unable to generate
outcome evaluation and outcome expectancies, based upon
a counterfactual comparison between the value of a chosen
and a rejected alternative. Formally, they are unable to
generate the regret function c [10]. Furthermore, the OFClesioned patients are not able to incorporate experienced
regret into the process of choice behavior, and do not
www.sciencedirect.com
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anticipate regret or learn from their regret-inducing decisions. Formally, these patients are unable to incorporate
the function c(.) into the decision-making process – that is,
into their utility function. Patients with selective lesions in
the OFC show a c = 0; thus, they make their judgments
solely on the basis of what has actually occurred, and do not
experience and anticipate regret. Paradoxically, the behavior of OFC-lesioned patients is more in line with the
prescriptions of rational theory, such that their behavior
accords with maximization of expected utility. The absence
of regret in OFC-lesioned patients suggests that these
patients fail to grasp this concept of liability for one’s
own decisions that colors the emotion experienced by
normal subjects. It is important to highlight the fact that
OFC-lesioned patients are not emotionally unresponsive.
For instance, these patients expressed a normal level of
disappointment in the study by Camille et al. [5], and a
higher than normal level of anger in response to unfairness
in social situations (unfair offers in an Ultimatum Game)
[13]. Thus, a key behavioral observation is that patients
with lesions in the OFC are unable to experience regret and
to anticipate the potential affective consequence of their
choices.
We next review research that supports an assertion
that the OFC: (i) exerts a top-down modulation of
emotional processing as a result of a declarative process;
(ii) integrates cognitive and emotional components of the
entire (expectancies and evaluation) decision-making process; and (iii) thereby exerts a fundamental role in adaptive
behavior.
The OFC exerts a top-down modulation of emotions
as a result of a declarative process
Coricelli et al. [6] measured brain activity using functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while subjects participated in the regret gambling task (Figure 1).
Increasing regret was correlated with enhanced activity
in the medial OFC region, the dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) and the anterior hippocampus (Figure 2).
This hippocampal activity is consistent with the idea that
a cognitive-based declarative process of regret is engaged
by the task. We conjecture that hippocampal activity supports a modulation of declarative (consciously accessible)
memory [14,15], such that after a bad outcome, the lesson
to be learnt is: ‘in the future, pay more attention to the
potential consequences of your choices’. Furthermore, Coricelli et al. [6] showed that activity in response to experiencing regret (processed in the OFC, ACC and medial
temporal cortex) is distinct from activity seen with mere
outcome evaluation (processed in the ventral striatum),
and in disappointment elicited by the mismatch between
actual and expected outcome of choice (processed in the
middle temporal gyrus and dorsal brainstem). This
suggests distinctive neural substrates in reward processing (Box 2), and the fact that the OFC and medial
temporal cortex areas can bias basic dopamine-mediated
reward responses [16].
OFC activity related to the level of responsibility in the
process of choice (agency), and with the available information regarding alternative outcomes (regret), influences
basic responses related to reward (monetary wins) and
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Figure 2. The neural circuitry of regret: top-down modulation of high-level emotion. (a) Regret-related subjective emotional rating. Subjects’ emotional ratings, during
outcome evaluation, were a function of the foregone outcome (+200, regret; or 200, relief). Losing 50 when the unchosen alternative wins 200 induces a strong negative
feeling, whereas the same outcome (50) is perceived as less negative when the other gamble loses more (200). Interestingly, losing 50 when the alternative loses more
(200) is considered as less negative than winning 50 when the outcome of the unchosen gamble is 200. These results show how the unobtained outcome strongly
modulates the obtained outcome (winning and losses). Modified, with permission, from Ref. [6]. (b) The circuitry of regret: medial OFC, dorsal ACC, and hippocampus
(Hyp). Regret-related activity in the ACC corresponds to the dorsal part of the ACC, thus in its cognitive division [48–50]. Hippocampal activity is consistent with the
declarative component of regret. The interplay of those two areas (ACC and Hyp), in addition to the OFC, suggests that regret is elicited through a cognitive (top-down
modulation) and declarative process. Modified, with permission, from Ref. [6].
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Box 2. How the brain attributes affective values to
alternatives of our choice
We distinguish two levels of reward processing in the brain.
First-level reward processing
First-level processing is based on signaling within dopaminergic
neurons [53]. Dopamine (DA) is a neurochemical (that functions as a
neurotransmitter) formed in midbrain neurons, such as the ventral
tegmentum and the substantia nigra, which both send diffuse
projections to areas including the striatum (basal ganglia) and OFC.
The activity of these neurons is characterized by a (bottom-up)
process of alert that expresses a teaching signal, representing an
efficient basic learning mechanism (prediction error) [54–56].
Midbrain neurons differentiate rewarding from non-rewarding
stimuli (punishers) in the environment [57], define expectations
(perhaps through tonic activity), and detect a mismatch between
expected and actual outcomes. Once a stimulus–response association is established, DA neurons are active only when the response is
larger than expected, and deactivated when a response is unexpectedly unfavorable [53]. For first-level reward processing, the
brain is not able to discriminate between different rewards
(alternatives), which is the main point of economic decision making.
Second-level reward processing
Reward processing, belonging to the second level, is related to
neuronal activity in regions such as the OFC, ACC, and, perhaps, the
amygdala [58]. These responses are related to how we learn to
select appropriate rewards on the basis of relative preferences
[18,27,59] or affective value [60].
Striato–OFC interaction: from the first- to second-level reward
processing
First- and second-level reward processing is mutually interdependent. Indeed, reward information from the first level defines and
updates relative reward values and subjective preferences. Put
simply, the information within the dopamine reward responses (first
level) enter into cognitive and emotional representations of reward,
in terms of subjective preferences and affective values. The neural
systems (midbrain and basal ganglia) related to first-level reward
processing have an adaptive function which is limited to facilitate
(Go) responses that lead to positive outcomes (reward), or
suppression (NoGo) of responses that lead to negative outcomes
(punishers) [61]. The OFC can bias responses according to their
relative reward and affective value (top-down modulation), approximating preferences and emotional experience of the organism. The
medial temporal regions (e.g. ABL) support the OFC in assigning
affective value to the choice outcomes, and update these associations within a representational memory. These two regions are
strongly interconnected [62], and computational models show how
the adaptive role of the amygdale–OFC system is much more
flexible and is related to more complex behavior compared with
dopamine–basal ganglia system [19,61]. This approach is consistent
with the Goldman–Rakic [63] assertion that the crucial contribution
of the prefrontal cortex in determining behavior involves situations
where ’inner models of reality are used to govern behavior’ (second
level).

punishers (monetary losses). In several studies, medial
OFC activity reflects reward attainment [17–19], whereas
the lateral OFC is often associated with reversal learning,
where subjects need to change behavioral strategies that
are no longer advantageous [20–23]. This has been interpreted as suggesting that the medial OFC might support
positive emotions, and the lateral OFC might support
emotions with negative valence. Nevertheless, other neuroimaging studies [6] highlight a more complex role in
reinforcement representations that is also suggested by
lesion data [5] (lesions of the medial OFC do not impair the
processing of primary rewards).
www.sciencedirect.com
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The OFC integrates cognitive and emotional
components during decision making
An influential view (Damasio and co-workers [24–26])
restricts the role of the OFC to the anticipatory phase of
decision making. However, we suggest that the OFC contributes to each and every phase of the process of choice. A
seminal paper by Tremblay and Schultz [27] has demonstrated that neurons in the OFC of monkeys fire as a
function of relative preference during instruction, expectation (sustained activation preceding reward) and delivery
of reward. In humans, OFC activity is enhanced [18] when
subjects build expectations over a risky gamble (prospect
phase) and compute a comparison between different reward
levels in the outcome phase when uncertainty is resolved.
Coricelli et al. [6] found enhanced OFC activity when subjects experienced regret (outcome phase) and before making
further choices (anticipating regret).
Thus, the OFC integrates cognitive and emotional
components across the entire process of decision making;
when it malfunctions, it results in behavior that is maladaptive in relation to ongoing contingencies.
The OFC has a fundamental role in adaptive behavior
Coricelli et al. [6] reported that, across their fMRI
experiments, subjects became increasingly regret aversive,
a cumulative effect reflected in enhanced activity within
the ventromedial OFC and amygdala. Under these circumstances, the same pattern of activity that was expressed
with the experience of regret was also expressed just before
choice (Figure 3), suggesting that the same neural circuitry
mediates both direct experience of regret and its anticipation. OFC activity related to the effect of experienced
emotions connected with potential behavioral adjustment
has also been found in a recent study by Beer et al. [28].
Thus, the OFC and amygdala contribute to this form of
high-level learning based on past emotional experience, in
a manner that mirrors the role of these structures in the
acquisition of value in low-level learning contexts [19].
Indeed, animal [29] and human [30–33] neuroimaging
studies assign a fundamental role to the amygdala in
classical conditioning experiments, indicating its role in
associative learning (acquiring cue outcome association).
Schoenbaum et al. [34], recording in the OFC in rats with
lesions in the basolateral amygdala (ABL), found loss of
acquisition of associative information, although the process of outcome anticipation remained intact. This
suggests that the ABL supplies value-related associative
information to the OFC [35]. Conversely, lesions in the
OFC of rats reduced ABL associative encoding ability,
showing that OFC itself facilitates learning [36].
Moreover, the affective consequences of choice, such as
the experience of regret, can induce specific mechanisms of
cognitive control [37]. Coricelli et al. [6] observed enhanced
responses in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, right
lateral OFC and inferior parietal lobule during a choice
phase after the experience of regret [6] (Figure 3), and
subsequent choice processes induced reinforcement, or
avoidance, of the experienced behavior [38]. Corroborating results from Simon-Thomas et al. [39] show that
negative emotions can recruit cognitive-based right
hemisphere responses. Negative affective consequences
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Figure 3. The neural basis of the adaptive function of regret. (a) The observed reactivation pattern of the OFC and amygdala (Amg) before subjects made their choices
accounts for the behavioral impact. Across iterations of the experiment, subjects’ behavior was more and more in line with a pattern that was explained in terms of regret
avoidance, reflecting the ‘cumulative’ (learning) effect of experienced negative outcomes. The process of defining expectancies over possible consequences of the
alternative of choice is based on an emotional reinforcement learning account. Cumulative regret (CR) is the difference between the average payoff realized and the average
payoff missed (the payoff of the unselected gamble) over time. In other words, the impact of the consequences of rejected choices (regret) is indeed increasingly integrated
in the process of choice through experience. Modified, with permission, from Ref. [6]. (b) Cognitive control activity induced by the experience of regret was observed during
choices when the subjects just experienced regret (t  1). Enhanced activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), parietal cortex (inferior parietal lobule, IPL) and
right OFC is observed. Activity in the lateral OFC was also found at the time of outcome evaluation during regret and disappointment, suggesting that it might be
responsible for the common process underlying the two emotions, and, thus, for counterfactual thinking. Coricelli et al. [6] found a pattern of reactivation based on the
counterfactual thinking expressed at the moment of choice (ex ante comparison between the possible consequence of choice as part of the anticipated regret process) and
during outcome evaluation. Such counterfactual reasoning enabled them to anticipate future regret, looking into the future consequences of each gamble. Modified, with
permission, from Ref. [6].

(regret) induce specific mechanisms of cognitive control on
subsequent choices.
Theoretical foundation of regret-based adaptive
processes
Anticipation of regret induces a disposition to change
behavioral strategies [40], and characterizes an emotional
motivated learning process in decision making [41].
Recently, economists have proposed a class of learning
rules which rely on regret. For instance, the ‘regret matching’ [42] is a simple behavioral procedure based not on best
reply (i.e. Nash equilibrium) but on better replies to any
possible action of others. Any better action can be chosen
with a probability proportional to a measure of regret. In a
dynamic setting (repeated games), the player needs to
decide (at each trial) between keeping the strategy just
played, and switching to other strategies. Based on a
regret-matching procedure, the player changes his current
strategy for a foregone alternative that would have given a
higher payoff. Calling U the player total payoff resulting
from strategy j, and V(k) the foregone payoff if strategy k
had been played every time in the past, then V(k)  U
represents the regret (if V(k) > U) of having played
strategy j instead of k. The probability of switching behavior is proportional to the value of this measure of regret.
This simple adaptive (in the sense that it leads to flexible
behavior) heuristic is a boundedly rational strategy, leading in the long run to a rational and sophisticated solution
of the game (correlated equilibrium). Regret matching ( per
se) requires a low level of rationality [42], and is based on
simple computations of the realized payoff (as the result of
the used strategy) and the foregone payoffs of alternative
strategies. Using the regret-matching rule, players do not
need any information about the opponents’ payoffs or
actions [42], and the theory shows that convergence of a
www.sciencedirect.com

regret-matching rule to the correlated equilibria can arise
also in the extreme case of the unknown game, in which
players do not know the game and the choices of other
players. This computation is dramatically less complex and
demanding compared with somewhat unrealistic full
rational optimization dynamics such as a belief-learning
process (Bayesian learning), which requires updates at any
time of the (prior) beliefs of others using Bayes’ rule, and
the definition of best replies, which chooses the optimal
action given the beliefs [43].
Synthesis and comments
We suggest that the OFC integrates cognitive and emotional
information – for example, under counterfactual processing
that engenders a high-level emotion of regret. The OFC
processes reward information and manipulates these data
by ascribing affective and subjective values, the main determinants of human decision making. The OFC, through
interactions with other brain areas, such as the amygdala,
enables this region to provide an updated representation of
value that can influence adaptive behavior. Recent work in
economics provides a theoretical foundation for these neuroscientific findings. Thus, experimental and theoretical
results demonstrate an adaptive role of the cognitive-based
emotion of regret, and regret also figures prominently in the
literature of learning in games. A remarkable result in this
literature is that if players in a game minimize regret, the
frequency of their choices converges to a correlated equilibrium (i.e. the rational solution) of the game [42] (D.P.
Foster et al., unpublished). This has a general implication for our understanding of the role of emotions in decision
making and rejects the dual or conflict view of ‘emotion
versus cognition’ (rationality) [44] by showing the powerful
consequences of full integration between these two components of human decision making.
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Box 3. Outstanding questions
 How can the dominant view in computational neuroscience of
Bayesian (hyper-rational) functioning at a neuronal level and
actual (less-than-rational) human behavior be reconciled?
 Do anticipatory versus anticipated processing dissociate at the
neuronal level during decision making?
 Can maladaptive behaviors observed in psychiatric patients (e.g.
schizophrenia or depression) be attributed to their inability to
experience regret (schizophrenia) or an overexpression of regret
(depression)?
 Do cognitive-based emotions, such as regret and guilt, have a
common neural circuitry?

Perspectives
Economists have produced remarkable data describing
how we make economic choices. The ‘rational choice’
approach has been enormously successful at yielding a
simplified theory of the brain processes underlying economical strategies. Recently, the introduction of neuroscience tools (brain imaging techniques, lesion studies,
single-cell recording in non-human primates) and increasing evidence as to the importance of emotional and social
states in economic decision making are opening new
perspectives in the field of neuroeconomics [45–47]. We
expect this initiative to foster a new interface between
theory and experimentation, between mathematical
models and brain function. Some of the questions that
are still outstanding are listed in Box 3. Neurobiological
approaches can contribute greatly to a better understanding of the cognitive and emotional underpinnings of
economic decision making, including how people evaluate
and anticipate rewards, through to how they form beliefs
about what other people feel or might do. Reciprocally, the
mathematical formalism of economic theories provides
new ways of analyzing the neural computations involved
in representing decision variables such as anticipated
regret.
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